Elring-Service
Gaskets, Gasket Sets and Service Parts
in Original Equipment Quality
ELRING QUALITY – LEADING THE WORLD

Elring spare parts are supplied by the ElringKlinger Group, a leading development partner and approved OEM supplier to the international automotive industry. Since 1879, the company has been a byword for engineering excellence in gasket technology. ElringKlinger develops and produces cylinder-head and specialty gaskets, plastic housing modules and thermal and acoustic shielding components for engines, transmissions, exhaust systems, underbody applications and auxiliary units – for almost all vehicle and engine manufacturers around the globe. In addition, the company develops and manufactures cell contact systems for lithium-ion batteries and is committed to building its expertise in exhaust gas aftertreatment. Drawing on this experience, ElringKlinger is well placed to tackle the challenges of the future – be it the optimization of the combustion engine or the advancement of alternative drive systems.

The growing success of the Elring aftermarket brand worldwide is founded on the company’s expertise in the OEM sector. By using original Elring products in OEM quality, dealers, workshops and their customers around the globe can enjoy the benefits of superior performance – for an improved driving experience and, ultimately, eco-friendly operation.

ELRING-SERVICE OVERVIEW

TECHNOLOGY AND SUPPORT FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

• Technical and sales training sessions
• Technical Service Hotline: +49 7123 724-799
• Technical support
• Technical and sales service information, tips from the gasket experts
• Monthly newsletter

ALL-INCLUSIVE SERVICES

• Everything you need at www.elring.de
• Electronic catalogs (online catalog, TecDoc)
• Easy-to-use spare parts catalogs
• Topic-specific brochures and flyers
• Ordering and billing via TecCom
• Fast delivery
• Global presence
**Gasket sets – all you need ready to hand.**
Elring offers tailor-made solutions for full and part overhauls of car and commercial vehicle engines, e.g. full sets (S), cylinder-head sets (ES), conversion sets (CS), water pump sets (WPS), gasket sets for manual transmission (GSM), etc.

**Cylinder-head gaskets – a solution for every specification.**
Key components for engine sealing. Elring offers a comprehensive range of parts tailored to the specific requirements of various high-performance, fuel-saving and low-emission engines – Metaloflex™ multi-layer metal, metal-elastomer or soft material cylinder-head gaskets.

**Specialty gaskets – flexible sealing systems for all applications.**
Safe and reliable: Elring sealing systems for oil pan, intake and exhaust manifold, water pump, turbocharger, transmission and axles, etc.

**Cylinder-head bolt sets – the right choice for optimum reliability.**
Proven quality for almost all makes of cars and commercial vehicles. Available as specially packaged sets with thread protection for individual engine repair jobs.
Oil and valve stem seals – all-round reliability.
Dynamic seals in a wide range of designs, materials and sizes for engines, transmissions and axles – in tested quality.

Turbocharger fitting kits – powering ahead with full sealing force.
With Elring’s professional turbocharger fitting kits and step-by-step instructions, high-quality repairs can be performed quickly and reliably.

Sealing compounds – lasting results guaranteed.
Wherever reliable component sealing is of paramount importance, Elring offers an extensive range of high-performance sealing compounds proven in use millions of times over. Suitable for workshop and DIY repair jobs.

Gasket assortments – convenient and proven.
Sealing rings and valve stem seals in a wide range of types and sizes are available in convenient and practical assortments for your maintenance and repair jobs.
Gasket materials – tailor-made solutions.
Elring has the expertise to offer a suitable solution even for highly specialized sealing tasks.

Standard parts – all areas covered.
Elring offers an extensive range of standardized parts, e.g. copper rings, aluminum rings, o-rings and heat protection washers.

Customized products – made-to-measure gaskets.
Even for the repair of racing, tuning and vintage car engines you can rely on the perfect functioning and OEM quality of original Elring gaskets.

Elring Online Service
There's no substitute for fast access to all information and the complete Elring range. It's worth it.

www.elring.de
ALFA ROMEO | AUDI | BMW | CHEVROLET | CHRYSLER | CITROËN | DACIA |
DAEWOO | DAIHATSU | DAF | DEUTZ | DODGE | FIAT | FORD |
HONDA | HYUNDAI | IHC | IVECO | JEEP | KIA | LADA | LANCIA | LAND ROVER |
MAN | MAZDA | MERCEDES-BENZ | MINI | MITSUBISHI | MWM |
NISSAN | OPEL | PEUGEOT | PORSCHE | RENAULT | ROVER | RVI | SAAB | SCANIA |
SEAT | SKODA | SMART | SSANGYONG | SUBARU | SUZUKI | TOYOTA |
VAUXHALL | VOLKSWAGEN | VOLVO
Elring-Service-Hotline
+49 7123 724-799
+49 7123 724-798
service@elring.de